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SCAFFOLD FITTINGS

Scaffold Fittings
FORGED DOUBLE COUPLER
PRODUCT CODE: SCADCLG

A one piece load bearing fitting with captive Tee bolts used for connecting
two scaffold tubes at right angles. This fitting is manufactured by hot forging
process and is a long life product for rugged applications.

FORGED SWIVEL COUPLER
PRODUCT CODE: SCASWLG

A two piece rotating fittling with captive Tee bolts used for connecting two scaffold tubes
at any angle. This is also a load bearing fitting used for tying and bracing applications.

PUTLOG COUPLER/SINGLE CLAMP
PRODUCT CODE: SCAPWC

A one piece coupler connecting putlogs and transom tubes to ledger tube and guardrails
to standards. It is a non load bearing fitting used to complement the double couplers.

SLEEVE COUPLER
PRODUCT CODE: SCAPSL

A fitting specially designed for external joining of two tubes end to end.
Recommended for use on Ledger and Bracing Members.
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Scaffold Fittings
BEAM CLAMP
PRODUCT CODE: SCABC

This coupler grips any flange up to 45mm thickness. This coupler can accomodate the
largest girders without compromising strength. They are maunufactured to last long and fitted
with top quality plated bolts and nuts and high tensile set screws. (It is designed for easy
bolting at the girder leaving the erector with both hands free to tighten the tube.)

DROPFORGED SPLIT JOINT PIN
PRODUCT CODE: SCASJP

Designed for joining tubes end to end. It is an internal expanding type,
operating against the inner walls of the tubes.

ADJUSTABLE BASE JACKS
PRODUCT CODE: SCAHBJ

Base Jacks are used to provide height adjustments and a flat bearing
surface for distributing load from Standard and other load bearing scaffold tube
and scaffold frames. BSL Jacks are also available with a swivel base plate.
With Robust Stub ACME thread, Base plate 0.150m x 0.150m x 0.006m,
this base jack provides adjustment from 75mm to 660mm.
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